An Interview with Jay Haley

Jay Haley is one of the most influential figures in the field of psychotherapy. He is Director of the Haley-Madanes Institute of Washington, DC., a leading training center in strategic and interpersonal approaches to family therapy. Haley has authored seven books, co-authored two, and edited five more. He was the first recipient of the Lifetime Achievement Award of the Milton H. Erickson Foundation. His analysis and presentation of Erickson’s work were instrumental in making the work available to the mental health profession. His dry wit and ability to sense and articulate the ironies of the therapy business are unparalleled.

This interview was conducted by Michael D. Yapko at the Fourth International Congress, held in San Francisco in December 1988.

Y: I'd like to get specific biographical information about you, including when and where you were born, your early continued on page 3

Hypnosis and Elephant Conservation

by Michael D. Yapko, Ph.D.

What can I as a clinical psychologist offer to an elephant conservation program? As it turns out: — plenty.

The San Diego Wild Animal Park (SDWAP) is a world famous research and conservation branch of the Zoological Society of San Diego. The famed San Diego Zoo also is run by the Society and is the more well-known visitor attraction (although the SDWAP is slowly catching up in terms of number of visitors). The SDWAP has been highly successful in breeding endangered species and is considered by the zoological world to be the premier facility of its kind. Unlike the much smaller San Diego Zoo, animals have wide ranges of land to roam, mimicking their natural environment to a greater extent and thus encouraging more natural behavior.

Currently, the SDWAP has 22 elephants, both Asian and African. The poaching of elephants for ivory in Africa has so reduced their populations that unless some urgent conservation programs are established, these remarkable animals will soon be extinct. Thus the SDWAP is establishing an elephant conservation program which includes increasing the number of elephants in the park to more than 100 in the next few years. Breeding will be facilitated to as great an extent as possible, with the expectation of eventual release into the wild.

The problem is, handling the elephants is dangerous. Injuries and death among trainers occur all too frequently. Skilled elephant handlers are simply not readily available to manage the increased herd size. Thus, finding and training willing keepers who can make the necessary long-term (20-year) commitment to the animals is difficult, and keeping them healthy is even more difficult.

Organizational psychologist Bill Campbell developed an ingenious idea that led to my involvement in the project. Bill had taken hypnosis training with me, and was impressed with the ability of hypnosis to both facilitate learning and build specific internal states.

Bill’s idea was to work hypnotically and continued on page 2

Erickson Foundation Prepares for Tenth Anniversary

High desert temperatures are waning, but plans for the Tenth Anniversary Seminar on Ericksonian Approaches to Hypnosis and Psychotherapy are heating up.

Speakers are ready to present to the 400 attendees from around the world. The hotel is prepared to serve its guests, and the Erickson Foundation and Center are making final details for the meeting. Attendees are promised an exciting event.

Presenters at the Seminar have been significant to the Foundation since its inception in 1979. Speakers are Joseph Barber, Stephen Gilligan, Stephen Lankton, Bill O’Hanlon, Ernest Rossi and Jeffrey K. Zeig. They have been prominent in Ericksonian psychotherapy and will provide training in basic, intermediate and advanced tracks.

The program is designed to provide attendees with personalized feedback. Small-group practice sessions concentrate on materials covered in the lecture/demonstrations continued on page 5

Seminar Full

Enrollment for The Milton H. Erickson Foundation’s Tenth Anniversary is closed. The four-day event is scheduled for Nov. 2-5, 1989, in Phoenix.

Some 400 professionals from the United States and several foreign countries are expected to attend the meeting.

Heidelberg Conference

The First European Congress of Ericksonian Hypnosis and Psychotherapy in Heidelberg, West Germany, is an attempt to initiate a European network and exchange between East and West in the field of Ericksonian hypnosis and psychotherapy, according to its organizer, Gunther Schmidt, M.D.

Also, the meeting is intended as a forum in which diverse areas of Ericksonian principles and practice can be developed.

The event is scheduled for September 20-24, 1989, with Stephen Lankton, Ernest Rossi, Helm Sterltn, Paul Watzlawick and Jeffrey K. Zeig slated as keynote speakers.

The Milton H. Erickson Foundation, Inc.
3606 N. 24th Street
Phoenix, Arizona 85016
U.S.A.
strategically with new keepers in order to train them to think and act like more experienced keepers. Since the goal is safety, and the greatest risk is at the beginning, the idea is to accelerate the learning curve of new keepers to acquire and integrate experience more quickly and to develop the strong external focus it takes to operate safely in close proximity to such powerful and unpredictable creatures. Thus, Bill and I are now busy at work creating a program that is of vital importance to make the elephant conservation program safe and successful.

In the past few weeks, I have been handled by more elephants and learned more about them than I ever imagined I could — and I have infinitely more to learn. The key point, however, is that my true role is to help make the human keepers better equipped mentally to do their physically demanding work. Bill’s concepts regarding “ideal performance states” have the potential to make hypnosis a most valuable learning tool in the process. If this conservation program is successful, and we expect it to be, it will be good to be adopted by other zoos around the world. Together, the tremendous efforts by all involved hold the promise of saving the magnificent African elephant. Without such effort, we will lose forever one of our most noble creatures.

If you would like to make a donation to the elephant conservation program, write a check of any size to “The Zoological Society of San Diego” and either send it to them: c/o SDWAP, 15500 San Pasqual Valley Road, Escondido, CA 92027, or to me at the address on the front of The Newsletter. Every contribution to this most worthy project will be greatly appreciated. I’ll keep you posted on the progress, and maybe share an elephant story or two in the future issues of The Newsletter. Be sure and mark your contribution for the elephant conservation program.

First French Ericksonian Congress

Elizabeth Erickson and Jean Geelon, M.D., Ph.D.

The Institut Milton H. Erickson of Paris, led by Dr. Abelin and Jean Geelon, held the first French-speaking congress on Ericksonian hypnosis April 22 and 23, 1989, in Paris. Presided over by Mrs. Elizabeth Erickson, accompanied by her daughter Betty Alice, the meeting was quite a success.

More than 150 participants, medical doctors or psychologists, were present to hear 32 presentations.

The congress was held at the Salpétrière Hospital in the amphitheater which bears Charcot’s name. It was held 100 years after Charcot was chairman of the first international congress on hypnosis attended by Janet, Freud and Bernheim.

Notes From The Center

The Milton H. Erickson Center for Hypnosis and Psychotherapy successfully completed our first Intensive Training Program in Ericksonian clinical hypnosis and brief psychotherapy. We are preparing for the second program scheduled to begin October 16.

The initial two-week program was held from June 19 to July 1. We had 24 participants for the first week’s beginning program and 22 for the second week’s intermediate training. Participants came from three foreign countries and 12 states. The Center staff was pleased with the outcome. The participants were wonderful — they worked hard and had a good time in spite of the rigorous training schedule. The feedback from attendees was excellent. They felt the training was clear and well-organized, and the training climate was supportive and even fun! The group was exceptional in their ability to gain competence in the concepts and skills presented.

Week One focused on theoretical perspectives of Ericksonian psychotherapy, basic hypnotic induction skills, hypnotic phenomena applications and utilization of the Phoenix Model of Psychotherapy. Week Two focused on intermediate skills of hypnotherapy including indirectness, clinical use of metaphor, confusion techniques and clinical applications. The last two days provided “behind the glass” supervision. The training model was presentation, demonstration, supervised skill practice and clinical supervision.

Program highlights included a Teaching Seminar featuring the work of Dr. Erickson. Jeffrey Zeig, Director of the Milton H. Erickson Foundation, conducted this portion of the training in which selected videos from the Foundation Archives were presented and stopped at critical points to discuss the dynamics of Dr. Erickson’s approaches to therapy. A hike of Squaw Peak with Dr. Erickson’s youngest son, Robert, and a visit to Dr. Erickson’s office, conducted by Dr. Erickson’s widow, Mrs. Elizabeth Erickson, also were special features of the program. The training was conducted by Dr. Zeig and the Center staff. Center staff provided small-group direct supervision for the participants. Training was consistently monitored and facilitated to ensure that each participant was getting the most from the training.

Center staff who have a particular strength in a certain aspect of Ericksonian psychotherapy conducted that related component of the training. Brent G. Smith, Coordinator of Training, and I, as Director of Clinical Services, worked with the participants throughout the training. In that manner, the program provided a variety of people and perspectives, yet continuity and support were maintained. At the program’s conclusion, the participants surprised Brent and me with a presentation of beautiful, engraved plaques commemorating the program and appreciation of the quality of the overall experience. Brent and I would again like to thank the participants. The staff also appreciated the special cards and notes from the participants.

We will conduct a one-week Basic Intensive in the fall. This program is divided into two, 20-hour components, four weeks apart. The same training format will be used. The full two-week program will be held in March and in June of 1990. If interested, enroll early. We were fully enrolled for this last program and had to turn away interested colleagues.

* * *

The 1989 Fall Training Schedule for the Center is available. The program features one- and two-day workshops, the six-day Basic Intensive, a 12-week Hypnosis Training Program and a nine-month Clinical Supervision Program. The Center staff also will be actively involved in the Foundation’s Ten Anniversary Seminar in November.

Please contact the Center at (602) 956-6795; 3618 North 24th Street, Phoenix, Arizona 85016, or you have any questions regarding upcoming programs.

Notes From The Editor

Welcome to this special issue of The Newsletter. It reflects the special occasion of the Milton H. Erickson Foundation celebrating its tenth anniversary. Anniversarys such as this tenth birthday are customarily timed to reflect on associated transitions that have served as stepping stones to get us where we are. The Foundation has had many such stepping stones—each physical expansion, each Congress, each annual meeting, the opening of the Erickson Center, the Evolution of Psychotherapy meeting, and the many other activities that have established the Foundation as an innovative and dynamic force in the field of psychotherapy. The Foundation gives a lot — even this newsletter itself is a generous offering to the professional community. It takes far less time for you to read it than it does to write, organize, print and distribute it. The Foundation charges nothing to domestic subscribers, and in doing so provides a valuable cohesiveness to professionals who share a strong and common interest in Ericksonian approaches to hypnosis and psychotherapy.

I would like to acknowledge the valued role the Foundation plays in the grand scheme of things, and with an eye on the future, look forward to the probability that the best is yet to come. Happy 10th Birthday!

— Michael D. Yapko, Ph.D.

STEPHEN G. GILLIGAN, PH.D.
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Elizabeth Erickson and Jean Geelon, M.D., Ph.D.
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years, and the things that led you to develop your interest in psychotherapy.

H—I was born a long time ago! (Haley laughs.) I was born in Midwest Wyoming. I moved out to California when I was four years old. I went through grade school, then went to UCLA, and I got involved in research on films. I looked up Gregory Bateson because he was one of the few people to analyze films. He had analyzed German propaganda films. We got into an argument about what to do for one of his projects. I was doing my Master's at Stanford at the time, and was doing my dissertation on film. He had just received some grant money on the subject of communication. He hired John Weakland, who as a film researcher studied Chinese film, among other things. So, we started that project and studied all kinds of behavior, including animal behavior and so forth, and then we got involved in studying schizophrenia and their communication. That seemed a good way to get funded, so we got a grant that led to the "Double-Bind Theory" and family therapy.

Y—That’s a lot of ground you just covered in a pretty short period of time! What was really the turning point for you in terms of making a leap from film analysis to therapeutic communication?

H—Well, I was very interested in the Freudian analysis of movies at that time. One of the reasons that Bateson and I argued is that I didn’t think he’d taken the causation issue in the film he was studying seriously. It was about a young boy with a knife — an obviously causation idea, and Bateson wasn’t supporting it. But, anyhow, he hired John and me to investigate anything we wanted to investigate in looking for paradoxical communication. One day a resident said that if we were interested in communication, I ought to talk to a patient of his, who was a “word salad” schizophrenic. We became fascinated by his communication and began to study it.

We were housed in the VA Hospital, but we weren’t studying psychological material from the hospital; we were studying animals at the training guide dogs for the blind, and ventriloquism. And once we started with this patient, we began to deal with some patients from the hospital. This first schizophrenic I interviewed was a migratory laborer with a third-grade education. I remember asking him what his mother was like, and he said, “Skinny as a wolf, tricksy like a cat, with a long tail like a scorpion that sings.” That’s pretty good! I saw him every day for five years. That’s how we did therapy in those days. I finally got him out of the hospital.

Then John and Bateson started with patients. Bateson was the hospital ethnologist and his job was to deal with minorities. Some anthropologist had visited a VA Hospital in Los Angeles and saw an Indian and began to talk to him and told the staff he wasn’t crazy, he was just acting like an Indian! So, they decided he should have an anthropologist or an ethnologist in the VA. So, they had one in Los Angeles, and Bateson was the one in Menlo Park. That was his job, dealing with minorities. The primary minority there was Irish. That’s what got him into alcoholism, because many of them were alcoholics. The project began in 1953, and in 1956 we published the “Double-Bind” paper. I had published one other paper on paradox in therapy in 1954. So, we had two papers in four years. Then, from 1956 to 1962, we published 70 publications, including a couple of books. All of a sudden, we started writing and everything began to make sense! It was a very productive project; we were together eight hours a day for ten years. John Weakland and I just did a videotaped conversation with each other about working with Bateson. We are going to call it Remembering Bateson. It just hasn’t been edited yet.

The way we got into family therapy was when I was seeing a patient who thought his stomach was full of cement. I remember saying to Erickson, “I have this patient who thinks his stomach is full of cement. How would you deal with him?” Erickson said, “I’d go over to the cafeteria and check the hospital food!” I thought that was too superficial a response. But, later when I checked the hospital food, it was pretty bad! Erickson was so practical at times. I had been interested in the oral aspects of the patient and the symbolism of his mother’s milk and all that. It was an oral period in psychiatry. Anyhow, I was seeing this patient and every time his parents visited him, he would fall down on the hospital grounds in a faint and couldn’t get up. Then the parents would call the ward. The ward would send an aide over, and the aide would say, “Get up.” The patient would get up and go back to the ward. But, he couldn’t be with his parents for more than a few minutes! Yet his idea was that when he got out of the hospital, he would have to go home and be with his parents. I wondered how he could go home with his parents if he couldn’t be with them for more than five minutes? So, I brought the parents in with him in an interview, and he stood up against the wall like he was crucified. It was an interesting session, and it was the first family interview we recorded. I still have a recording of that one. We realized the double-bind Bateson was hypothesizing about having happened in the childhood of the schizophrenic was happening currently — if you look at the communication. So, we made a tremendous shift from etiology and childhood experiences as causal to psychopathology to the current social situation as causal. That was the family whose supposedly “psycho” son sent his mother a Mother’s Day card which said “You’ve always been like a mother to me.” The mother brought it with her to a session, saying “There’s something wrong with this.” It was that paradoxical level of communication that interested us. So, I started seeing that family regularly for a long time, and then we all started seeing families.

Y—The kind of psychodynamic training you had gotten was a framework you approached this project with, but it fell by the wayside pretty early on, it seems. H—I had picked up psychodynamic ideas not from any proper training, but from my reading. I was particularly interested in relation to fiction and metaphor and myths. I think it’s [psychoanalysis] still the best framework for analyzing fiction and myths... So, I got involved in it that way, not in relation to therapy at all, because I wasn’t really involved in therapy. But then, when we started working with schizophrenics, we were supervised by Don Jackson. Bateson brought him in because we needed supervision. If you talk extensively to a schizophrenic, you end up doing therapy with him, and we knew nothing about how to deal with them. Jackson had been personally supervised by Sullivan and was the authority on the West Coast on schizophrenia. He began to supervise us with those patients. He brought a different view; he brought a Sullivanian view, rather than the psychodynamic view. All family therapists were influenced by Sullivan. We once did a survey for GAF, when I was on the committee, of 300 family therapists, and almost all of them had some contact with Sullivan. He had tremendous influence, even though he wouldn’t see a family. He wouldn’t sit in a room with the mother of a schizophrenic.

Y—Do you recall your first meeting with Erickson?

H—Sure. He came to town to give us a workshop in 1953. We were studying anything to do with paradox at the time. I said to Bateson I had heard a hypnotist was coming to town and I’d like to take a seminar with him and see if hypnosis was interesting paradoxically. He asked who it was and I said, “Hilton Erickson.” He said, “Well, I’ll call him.” That’s how I found out that Bateson knew Erickson. Bateson knew everyone. He knew every major social scientist in the field. So, he asked Erickson if he could attend, and Erickson said, “Sure.” So, I went up and took that seminar. He gave a talk to this audience of about 20 and he asked whether one of us would like to volunteer and be a subject. I felt the muscle in my thigh twitch and almost pull me up to my feet! At that moment, the guy in front of me stood up and went to volunteer. But if he hadn’t, I would have gone. I never had anything happen like that before. How it happened, I don’t know. I sure felt that muscle twitch and pull me up to my feet!

Y—Was your immediate reaction to him positive, negative or neutral?

H—Positive. I was impressed with him. But I also was biased in the sense that Bateson liked him, spent time with him, and recommended him. He was scary! Everyone was scared of Erickson, because they never knew what he was doing to influence you. He was so agile of mind that he got bored doing any one thing, so he was always doing two or three things at once.
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Ericksonian Approaches to Hypnosis and Psychotherapy

On Audiotape

The Fourth International Congress on Ericksonian Approaches to Hypnosis and Psychotherapy, a conference sponsored by The Milton H. Erickson Foundation, Inc. Tapes are available by mail and phone order. All Sales Are Final. Thank You.

Please ☑ the box by the tapes you wish to purchase.

Program No. PU332

Workshops

- Helping Psychotherapy Counsel Validations. J. Freeman, K. Schwartz. 2 tapes.
- Symptom Abatement and Client Motivation. S. Leighton. 1 tape.
- The Use of Paralanguage in Family Therapy. C. Leboeuf. 2 tapes.
- Relaxation Approaches to Deep Sleep Work. T. Rosner. 1 tape.
- Hypnosis as Anesthesia in Obstetrics and Surgery. S. Verdon. 1 tape.
- Learning Consumerism: Hearing Across Cultures. T. Takahashi. 1 tape.
- Understanding the Self. Shiromary. 1 tape.
- Integrating Ericksonian and Cognitive Approaches to Brief Psychotherapy. J. Reedman. 2 tapes.
- Posthypnotic Reconditioning Programming Positive Therapeutic Regimens. P. Osher. 2 tapes.
- Ericksonian Brief Therapy Without the Family. B. Terner. 1 tape.
- Corrective Regression. R. Saizan. 1 tape.
- "Why Are We at All?" The Small World Therapeutic Metaphor in Couples Therapy. T. Takahashi. 1 tape.
- Treatment of Depressed Couple. L. Green, R. Peterson. 1 tape.
- Getting their Foot in Hypnosis and Suggestion. J. Rosset. 1 tape.
- Milan Style Interviewing. G. Cacciari. 1 tape.
- Workshop in Brief Rational Emotive Therapy. A. Esiri. 1 tape.
- How to Deal with Resistance by Refusing to Identify it. D. Michael. 1 tape.
- Integrity of Technique and Humanity. C. Rosset. 1 tape.
- Sequences. J. Rosset. 2 tapes.
- Demonstrations II. Solution-Oriented Hypnosis. W. Chinaman. 2 tapes.
- Demonstrations II. Circular Relationship-Revised: Imagination of Solutions in Brief Systems Ericksonian Therapy. G. Schmidt. 2 tapes.

Invited Workshops

- Visualization Questioning Techniques for Psychodynamic Psychotherapy. D. Cheek. 1 tape.
- The Crystal Ball Technique. S. Rosset. 1 tape.
- Brief Hypnotherapy with Inactive Survivors. S. Gilligan. 1 tape.
- Intensive Multiple Family Group Therapy. R. McVean, L. Rodis. 1 tape.
- The Use of Structured Fantasy with Couples. P. Papp. 2 tapes.
- Intensive Techniques in Brief Ericksonian Psychotherapy. C. Stein. 1 tape.
- Strategic Treatment of Panic Disorder. R. Seligman. 1 tape.
- Demonstration II. Techniques of Min-Brief Therapy. G. Cacciari. 1 tape.
- Demonstration III. "Facilitating Reluctancy," M. Yopp. 1 tape.
- Ericksonian Outpatient Alternative Approaches to the Hospitalization of the Suicidal Patient. N. Cunningham, J. McCormack. 1 tape.
- The Clinical Possibilities from the Great Tradition: Brief Psychotropy. J. Rosset. 2 tapes.
- Using Hypnotically: Consenting Path and Resistance. M. Rosset, L. Maran. 1 tape.
- Brief Approaches in Multimodal Psychotherapy. A. Gonzalvez. 1 tape.
- Therapeutic Metaphors: Hypnosis and Multiple Interventions. R. McVean. 1 tape.
- The Demobilization in Body Symptoms and Brief Hypnotherapy. N. Pacarbat. 2 tapes.
- The Utilization of Symbols as Symbolic Family Meetings (Recall Techniques) in Brief Systemic Ericksonian Therapy. G. Schmidt. 2 tapes.
- Short-Term Analytic Psychocytic Psychotherapy (EMAP). P. Shere. 1 tape.
- Systemic Staging of Mental Skills in Sports and Life. L. Sentenac. 1 tape.
- Brief Treatment of a Couple with a Problem of Bizarre Drinking. R. Rech, J. Wondrak. 1 tape.
- Demonstration II. The New Hypnosis with Couples. D. Aron. 1 tape.
- Demonstration V. "Visualization Techniques," D. Cheek.

Tapes

- Anxieties and Metaphors. C. Leboeuf, D. Rosset, R. Rosset, E. Terner. 1 tape.
- Anxieties and Depression. A. Shilts, M. Gouding, M. Yopp, R. Rosset. 1 tape.
- Therapeutic Uses of Images. L. Mills, M. Rosset, A. Shilts, L. Sentenac. 1 tape.
Interview continued from page 3

As you’re chatting with him about a case, he begins to hold you hands on a table, or the other way. I remember one time, we had dinner in San Francisco, and John reached out for his glass of water and his hand stopped. He said, “Millon, I can’t reach for that glass of water and I think you have something to do with it.” I said, “Well, I’m not the one to say.” “Would you like to have the water?” John said. “Yes,” Erickson said, “Well, you can have it.”

And John reached over and took the glass of water and drank it. How he did that, I don’t know. It was something he might spend 20 minutes to a half hour sitting up while he was doing other things.

Y—So, your perception of his mental “play” was how he could achieve specific responses in people?

H—He was constantly practicing. If he turned this way, would you turn this way? Would you go the other way? He used to say that if he went to a party in college and he could get a person sitting over here to move over to there without asking them to, then the evening was a success.

Y—When did you know that it was going to be enough of a focal point in your career to say the things that you said in Strategies of Psychotherapy, and then Uncommon Therapy? That was a pretty large commitment on your part, to make his work so well-known and understood.

H—Well, that year we began to investigate hypnosis as an interesting phenomenon. In fact, in hypnosis was the first double-blind we ever found. Bateson had this idea of the double-blind, but we couldn’t find one. I remember when I realized that a hypnotist was directing a person to behave spontaneously that that was a double-blind. That was a classical paradoxical conflict. So, that got us interested, and we began an investigation.

Y—That was your conclusion in observing hypnosis, and it really became a framework for so much else after that.

H—At the time, we were studying schizophrenia and the issues in schizophrenic families. We got interested in the question “How did the relationship between the hypnotist and his subject compare with the mother of the schizophrenic and the schizophrenic?” because there were similarities. For example, if the hypnotist was being resisted by the subject, he would say, “I want you to resist me.” If the guy’s hand got lighter when asked to have it lighter, the hypnotist would say, “It will get heavier still.” In the same way, we would see a mother of a schizophrenic child, “I want you to resist me and be independent because it will help you” when the child was already trying to be independent. So, we got interested in sequences like that to see if they were similar.

In 1955, John and I went to spend a week with Erickson and talked with him many hours about similarities with schizophrenic communication and hypnosis, such as hallucinations. Erickson thought they were different. But he never thought about it, either. So, we did a lot of observing and then we extracted what we went over there material and worked quite a bit with it. In the material was Erickson talking about cases, and we began to realize he was doing a special kind of therapy. At that time, there was no therapy, except that which was based upon psychodynamic ideology. There was no behavior therapy; there was no family therapy. I was very much influenced by Zen in terms of an ideology about life. Ultimately, I realized that Zen practices and Erickson’s therapy were similar in many ways. So, I could see that he had something that was an alternative to the existing therapy which really wasn’t all that successful. We went back again and again to talk to him about therapy.

In 1956, I went into practice. I had been teaching hypnosis to local psychology and psychiatrists. I went into practice as a hypno- therapist, set up by Don Jackson, who was head of a clinic. I realized I didn’t know how to cure anyone. I knew how to hypnotize them, but not how to change them. I had a few successes that puzzled me. So, I went down and spent a week with Erickson just posing cases to him, and that’s how I began to work with him for years, going over cases: I’d say, “Now, what would you do with this kind of problem?” and he’d always pick up a woman who lost her voice, who couldn’t speak above a whisper and there was nothing physically wrong. So, I said to Erickson, “What would you do with this woman?” Milton said, “I’d ask her if there was anything she wanted to say!”

His comments often came off sounding just critical, until you started to think about it.

Y—When you wrote Uncommon Therapy, that was certainly a landmark, a turning point—I imagine, for you professionally, as well as for making Erickson so much more well-known to everyone else.

H—Well, when I wrote Strategies of Psychotherapy, which was really the Bateson project ideas about therapy, I decided I was through with therapy. I wanted to get out of it and do research on other kinds of things — on films and families. So, I suggested a parallel in my family, experimenting with them. Then Strategies of Psychotherapy became popular, and people started to invite me to talk. So, I got back into therapy because I was driven to talk about it in order to make some money. That book got me established. So, the more I got into it, and the more I did more practice and began to teach, the more interested I got in Erickson and his specific kind of therapy. By that time, behavior therapy was beginning. In fact, two of the behavior therapists who began behavior therapy were Krasner and Ullmann, who were in the same research building as the Bateson Project at the VA Hospital in Menlo Park.

As for Uncommon Therapy, I got some time off and I got enough money to spend a year writing it. I thought that would do it. Actually, it took that year and four more before I got it done. It was a tremendous job. I had to go through all the recordings of all the conversations and transcribe them. Then I had to isolate the cases and organize them. Then I had to put them in some kind of a framework. It was a tremendous job. First, having to write things down in terms of how to handle symptoms; then finally, I fell on this idea of the family life cycle, which was a brand new idea at the time. Nobody had thought of it. I saw, then, that his therapy could fall together that way. So I used that framework and then I began to lecture about that. Now, it’s taken for granted, the family life cycle, but that was a new idea all the time.

Y—The fact that it is taken for granted now shows you how influential it was.

H—Well, it’s so obvious when you think of it. Y—The book triggered all the interest in Erickson and created the focus on his approach and what is now known as Ericksonian psychotherapy. It eventually led to the First International Congress and now here we are at the Fourth. How did you feel about this? Did it ever feel like a monster out of control to you?

Y—Were you glad that he was getting recognition, because it was what you had helped start? Were you ever thinking that all the focus on Erickson was an overreaction? I’m really curious about what your internal experience was to all the hoopla.

H—Well, the contemporaries of Erickson thought of him as the best among equals. There were a number of therapists who thought they were just as good as he was. The younger generation of therapists think of him as “The Guru,” and think of him as magical or whatever. I’m of the older generation who thought of him as a man who knew his business as a therapist. He worked at it, he practiced it, he experimented with it, and he innovated remarkable procedures.

When I finished Uncommon Therapy, I was really into other things. I was working with the poor and with families in Philadelphia. I’d had enough of Erickson. You know, I felt that I gave a good description of his work and since that was now done I’d go on to other things. On the Bateson project, we studied many different therapists. Erickson was one of a number we studied, but he was the one I devoted most of my time to. At that time, Erickson wasn’t as well-known. He was still going somehow every couple of weeks to give a seminar but it was usually an invitation to do hypnosis. People didn’t really know what he was doing as a therapist, which was his most interesting aspect to me.

Granted that he introduced the idea of interpersonal hypnosis which is unusual, to say the least, after a few thousand years of descriptions of individual hypnosis. But it was after I began to get involved in other things and really wasn’t seeing much of him that he became “The Guru” and people began to visit him. I encouraged my students to go to visit him, but I was less and less in contact with him in the ’70s. Y—Address the internal feeling part about my question. Did you like that he was gaining recognition, or not like it? Or did it not matter to you either way?

H—Oh, I thought it was good that he got the recognition, not only for the field of therapy, which could use him there so much that’s not so good in it, but because he worked so hard and deserved it. This man was seeing patients from 7 in the morning until 11 at night and giving seminars every couple of weeks, and was always teaching. He’s probably the most recorded therapist there ever was. He gave freely of his time with anyone who was interested in his work. He was a very dedicated teacher. So, to see him get all that recognition was great!

One of the reasons I didn’t see him so often during the seventies is that I was feeling sad about him. When I knew him, he was a physically strong man, and very articulate. He was one of the few therapists who said it was extremely important to control your physical movement, and to control your voice. For example, you need to be able to have a slight inflection in your voice which will itself be a message. If you tell someone to “wake up” with a little questioning inflection, they won’t wake up because it’s a question. He could do the most subtle kinds of inflections that you couldn’t recognize, but the subject could tell that it was a question. What made me so sad is that when he got older, he lost some of his speech because of his polio, and he lost his movement. To other therapists, it might not matter, but it was so important to him.

I remember I visited him once and said, “I would like to set up a video camera and film you in the office with someone changing the tapes. Would you be willing to do that?” He said, “No. My therapy would be misunderstood and someone would have to edit those tapes.” I didn’t say I’d edit them, because I’d had enough of editing Erickson at that time. So, I said I thought it would be valuable just in terms of an archives. He said there was a more important reason: He continued on page 9
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didn't want to be remembered as a little old man who couldn't talk well. If he was on video, that's how he'd be remembered. I said, "Okay."

Then Herb Lustig, whom I knew in Philadelphia, said he was going to go and film Erickson. Everyone agreed to let him film—once he did that, then he agreed to let other people come and film. All the films of him sitting in a wheelchair have occurred since then. There was a period when he didn't really want that, though. Y—You have said, on previous occasions, that you regret not being filmed in his later years. It really is such a sharp image of an aged Erickson, especially for people who have never seen him any other way.

H—Well, it's different. It's a different person. I mean, he was a gracious, active guy who walked with a cane, but he was physically very active when I knew him. I think it's a shame to remember him that way. If only there were earlier films, like the one I have from 1955 which shows him in his prime. The subject is a Stanford student. The Bateson Project brought in a cameraman and had Milton filmed talking to a young student and doing an induction. It's not a good film because it's a long-distance camera shot, but it does show him in his prime. There's a 1964 film, which I loaned around and will be putting a narration on because he does some extraordinary and intricate work with several women in a demonstration. But anyhow, if there were more films available of him in his 50's, then showing the older ones wouldn't matter so much. But people think of him in that way and it's a shame.

Y—Would you like to advance more of the solution-oriented type of work? What would you like to see as part of a school curriculum?

H—I think it's like playing the piano, you have to practice it. And the earlier students start practicing it, the more they'll have an idea of what they have to learn. When we were training people from the community to be therapists, we put them with families within two weeks; they didn't know anything, which is why we did live supervision to protect them. But once they got in that room with the family, they got very interested in learning, because they didn't know what the hell they were doing! Whereas, if you just take a course in therapy but you are not going to use it until four or five years from then, you really are not involved. So I would put them in practice as soon as possible, which would probably require using older students, because I think it helps if people are married and have children—or at least are getting up in the late 20's or 30's.

But, there's another aspect about hypnosis— I don't think you can teach clinical hypnosis without doing therapy. That is, I tend to think of three different hypnoses: 1) the personal hypnosis, where you go through a yoga experience or meditation experience, or whatever; 2) research hypnosis, where you're trying to limit the influence of hypnosis in various ways—in terms of deafness, color-blindness, or whatever; and then 3) there's clinical hypnosis, where you're trying to change some people who invest years in trying to understand things like borderline personality disorders and other personality disorders, what would you tell them about those things?

H—I'd say it's a fashion problem. You didn't hear about borderline personalities six or eight years ago? It will be around for a few years or so, then it will go away just like "schizoaffective states" and other such diagnoses. They're really just talking about different people. You could define a borderline as half-way in family and half-way out, but it's not a diagnosis that leads you into an operation of any kind. It isn't a good diagnosis. That exchange with Masterson was curious. I didn't get his paper in advance, so I had to look at his books, and I saw that he had taken 35 patients and had gotten three books out of them. [Haley laughs.] But, I read it, and he said in the preface that a little kid hanging onto his mother is going to become a borderline, which is absolutely crazy. So, I had to say things, because I was asked to comment, but I shouldn't have been the one chosen to comment. That wasn't the purpose of it continued on page 11

And for human behavior—we start from childhood to become rigid, very rigid in our behavior, only we don't know that. We think that we are being free, but we are not. And we ought to recognize it.

(Emig, 1980, p. 117)
Upcoming Training

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DATE</th>
<th>TITLE/LOCATION/LEADER</th>
<th>CONTACT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td>9/8-9</td>
<td>Ericksonian Psychotherapy: The Application of Hypnotic Techniques</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9/9, 9/16</td>
<td>Fundamentals of Ericksonian Clinical Hypnosis, Immaculata, PA</td>
<td>John and Janet Edgette</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9/20-24</td>
<td>First European Congress on Ericksonian Approaches to Hypnosis and Psychotherapy, Heidelberg, WEST GERMANY, Invited Faculty</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9/20-24</td>
<td>19th Annual Congress of The European Association of Behavior Therapy, Vienna, AUSTRIA, Invited Faculty</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9/22-23</td>
<td>Depression and Anxiety, Ann Arbor, MI, Bill O’Hanlon</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9/26-27</td>
<td>Patterns of Ericksonian Therapy, Rome, ITALY, Zeig</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9/29-30</td>
<td>Using Ericksonian Hypnosis and Psychotherapy, Milan, ITALY, Zeig</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10/5-7</td>
<td>Brief Therapy of Depression, Rochester, NY, Michael Yapko</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10/6</td>
<td>Brief Therapy in Ericksonian Psychotherapy — The Application of Hypnotic Technique to Psychotherapy, Saratoga Springs, NY, Zeig</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10/6-8</td>
<td>Brief Therapy and Ericksonian Hypnosis, Niagara Falls, NY, O’Hanlon</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10/7-9</td>
<td>Ericksonian Psychotherapy, Montreal, Quebec, Zeig</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10/14-15</td>
<td>Clinical Hypnosis in Nursing, San Francisco, CA, David Cheek, Helen Erickson, Invited Faculty</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10/16-21</td>
<td>Intensive Training Program, Phoenix, AZ, Erickson Center Staff</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10/21</td>
<td>Brief Therapy of Depression, Salt Lake City, UT, Yapko</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10/20-21</td>
<td>Eating Disorders and Habit Control, Ann Arbor, MI, O’Hanlon</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10/21-22</td>
<td>Ericksonian Psychotherapy: The Naturalistic Use of Hypnotic Technique in Psychology, Lincoln, NE, Zeig</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10/27-28</td>
<td>Ericksonian Hypnosis: Essential Techniques, Detroit, MI, Stephen G. Gilligan</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10/27-28</td>
<td>Brief Therapy and Ericksonian Hypnosis, Boston, MA, O’Hanlon</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10/29-30</td>
<td>Advanced Techniques of Ericksonian Hypnosis, Detroit, MI, Gilligan</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11/1</td>
<td>Family Systems Training and Supervision, Irvine, CA, Duncan Wigg, and Iqbal Thein Maung</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11/2-5</td>
<td>The Milton H. Erickson Foundation Tenth Anniversary Seminar, Phoenix, AZ, Invited Faculty</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Contact Information

1. Reese Price, Ph.D., The Milton H. Erickson Institute of Oklahoma, 1620 E. 12th St., Tulsa, OK 74120; (918) 582-2311.
2. Graduate Division, Immaculata College, Immaculata, PA 19345.
4. Dr. Henriette Walter, Allgemeines Krankenhaus der Stadt, Wein, Psychiatrische Universität/Universität, Währinger Gurtel 18-20, 1090 Vienna, AUSTRIA.
6. Camilo Lorio, Centro de Studi e Di Ricercare per la Psicoterapia, Via Regina Margherita, Rome 00198, ITALY; Telephone 852006 or 852130.
8. Frank Arcangelo, Ph.D., Director of Youth Services, Saratoga County Mental Health Center, Cramer House, 21 Church Street, Saratoga Springs, NY 12866.
9. The Hudson Center for Brief Therapy, 1211 Pacific St., Oceanside, CA 92054; (619) 233-1440.
10. Michel Keroue, 33 chemin Beaudette, RRI, North Hatley, Quebec, CANADA J0B 2CD; (819) 842-4148.
12. The Milton H. Erickson Center for Hypnosis and Psychotherapy, 3618 N. 24th Street, Phoenix, AZ 85016; (602) 956-6795.
13. Utah Society of Clinical Hypnosis; c/o Lynn Johnson, Ph.D., 166 East 5900 South, Suite B-108, Salt Lake City, UT 84107; (801) 261-1427.
16. Duncan Wigg, Ph.D., or Iqbal Maung, Ph.D., Family Studies Center, 1475 Jeffrey Road, Suite 209, Irvine, CA 92720; (714) 559-0778 or (714) 559-0816.
17. The Milton H. Erickson Foundation, 3606 N. 24th St., Phoenix, AZ 85016; (602) 956-696.
18. Carol Lankton, P.O. Box 958, Gulf Breeze, FL 32562; (904) 322-0439.
20. Cynthia Purvis, MSW, 506 Camino sin Nombre, Santa Fe, NM 87501; (505) 992-1782.
21. George Ingram or Colleen O’Dricoll, University of California-Santa Cruz, Santa Cruz, CA 95064; (408) 427-660.
22. Elaine Pfalzgraf, Director, Family Resource Center of Family Service League, 2530 University Ave., Waterloo, IA 50701; (319) 235-6271.

Upcoming Conferences


In Memory of Amnon Nadan, M.A.

We are saddened to report the death of Amnon Nadan, a noted teacher and colleague in the Erickson community. Born in Tel Aviv on December 24, 1945, Amnon died of melanoma cancer on February 16, 1989. He is survived by his wife, Esther, and two young children, Ophir and Orlie.

Amnon attended the United States from Israel in 1966. He earned a B.A. at Yeshiva University, and an M.A. in Psychology from the New School for Social Research, and he completed his course work for a Ph.D. in Clinical Psychology at the Florida Institute of Technology. His childhood interest in hypnosis never subsided, and for 20 years he taught, researched, and practiced hypnosis, with special interests in subliminal perception, time, and psychophysiological healing. As former Associate Director of Associate Trainers in Clinical Hypnosis, Amnon trained therapists in the United States in Ericksonian psychotherapy, and he was well known for his integrity, warmth, and sense of humor. He will be deeply missed by all who knew him.

Donations to establish an Amnon Nadan Memorial Library may be sent (payable to: Esther Nadan) at 207th Street, Bayside, NY 11364. Also, those who wish to write vignettes about Amnon for his young children can send them to the same address.

Stephen Gilligan, Ph.D.
— we weren't seeking out arguments in that meeting, at all. But again, I think it's wrong for them to take young people, call them “borderline” and lock them up in hospitals until the insurance runs out, which is what they're doing. I think those private hospitals, and there are 85 of them in one chain alone, I think they are corrupting the therapy process. Therapists can't get jobs doing therapy, so they go to work in one of these hospitals, then they try to do something with these families and they can't. Then, they get bitter or they feel as though they're being cut out in some way. And those hospitals make so much money! I just gave a talk at one, and the psychiatrist I was with said, “This is a non-profit hospital, but it has 12 million dollars in the bank!” They're doing very well, indeed.

Y—In the same way that you, in essence, rejected the diagnosis of borderline personality, are there other diagnostic categories that rub you the wrong way? Another fashionable one, for example, is multiple personality disorder.

H—Erickson was an enthusiast of that.

Y—Was he?

H—Well, usually he would only talk about two. I spent a lot of time talking to him about dual personalities.

Y—And he meant it in the literal, multiple personality way—full disociation?

H—Yes. Only he didn't think of it as pathological. They are two different personalities in the same body, was his view. I think I cut that out of Conversations with Milton H. Erickson. Diagnosis is an important issue. No one can cure a school phobia, but you can cure a school avoidance. And that slight shift in diagnosis makes the whole difference in therapy to me. I think the more terminology goes that way, the better it is. With schizophrenics, I tend to define them as either troublemakers or apathetic. The trouble-makers are easier, because they force everyone to deal with them, the family, the community, everyone. The apathetic ones just sit in their living rooms and grow beards. Those are very difficult people to change, because the family is stable with them like that, and to get the family organized to do something about them is hard. So, I tend to think of them as easy cases or hard cases rather than whether it's this kind of schizophrenic or that kind of schizophrenic.

Y—Are there any that you've dropped into the “impossible” category? Are there any categories of disorder where you feel you simply cannot do anything with the individual?

H—Well, I can't think of one. Certainly, not on the basis of any category, because the category isn't the person. And you're dealing with the family — not a set of ideas. But we don't turn anyone away, really. I think the difficult cases are, in terms of the diagnosis of the individual, the people most involved with the professionals. The trouble with dealing with a schizophrenic is that you have a lot of colleagues you have to deal with. The trouble in dealing with addicts is you have the court to deal with. If you're dealing with a sex abuse case, which could be relatively easy to solve in the family, you have the protective service agency involved who have a whole separate set of ideas from yours. So, the most difficult cases are in relation to colleagues — they're not in relation to the type of pathology. Y—Colleagues aside, a lot of people are going to hear this as, “...if you're a competent therapist, you'll be able to cure anybody.” Do you mean that? H—if you're a competent therapist, you're going to win some and lose some! [Hailey laughs.] It doesn't mean they're incurable, it just means you haven't found a way to cure them!

Once, I was talking to Erickson about manic-depressives, which was a rare diagnosis in those days. When we got Lithium, everyone was a manic-depressive, because the diagnosis goes with the medication. But in those days it was very rare. And he had a friend who was manic-depressive. I'm pretty sure that he said he was incurable, and that he could only help this guy be the way he was. I was speaking to Don Jackson about that one day, and he said, “Well, that doesn't mean manic-depressives are incurable, it means Erickson's approach doesn't cure it.” It hadn't occurred to me that Erickson's approach could be limited in some area, because I was so admirning, you know? But, Jackson was absolutely right! The way Erickson thought about manic-depressives prevented him from solving their problem. I think that's the way it is; the therapist can fail for a variety of reasons, but that doesn't mean the person is incurable.

Y—Well, here in the last question. What does the future hold for Jay Haley?

H—My problem is that most of what I'm doing, I've already done! I'm teaching, and even teaching what I've already taught! I'd like to do something different and interesting. I'm beginning to struggle with a play, a play on “The Looking Glass,” the one way mirror. But other than that, I just go on doing the job of teaching, doing workshops and figuring out variations on this theme.

Y—All right, let me lock down the biographical information. You got your Masters at...

H—I got a B.A. in theatre from UCLA, then I got a B.L.S. in library science from The University of California in Berkeley in order to work my way through Stanford. Then I went to Stanford and got an M.A. and struggled for a while to get my Ph.D. Then I got more and more involved in research and Bateson and never went back.

Y—and the M.A. was in psychology?

H—Mass Communication.

Y—Any other relevant information you want me to include in this? Is there anything that you wished I would have asked, and didn't?

H—Nothing I can think of. I chose to be a respondent and just respond!

Y—I appreciate you taking the time, Jay. Thanks for the interview.

The patient's unconscious mind is listening and understanding much better than is possible for his conscious mind. [1966] (In Erickson, 1980, Vol. VI, chap. 23, p. 277)
Ronald D. Laing

Ronald D. Laing, M.D., 61, died in St-Tropez, France, August 23, 1989.
Laing was one of the most controversial presenters at the 1985 Evolution of Psychotherapy Conference. He was to have been on the faculty at the 1990 meeting.
Laing was born October 7, 1927, in Glasgow, Scotland, and received his M.D.

Donations

The Milton H. Erickson Foundation has received a total of $1176.00 in donations since the last newsletter.
We appreciate your generosity and thank those who have remembered us with their contributions.
Donations to the Erickson Foundation are used to support its activities. The contributions are deductible within IRS guidelines.
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Call for Papers

The European Society of Hypnosis is calling for papers for the Fifth European Congress of Hypnosis in Psychotherapy and Psychosomatic Medicine. The Congress is scheduled for August 18-24, 1990, with workshops and scientific programs.

Abstracts of papers for presentation at the Congress should not exceed 250 words and should be headed as follows:

Title of Paper; Name(s) of Author(s); Professional Affiliations (universities or hospitals, if any); city; country; and mailing address for correspondence.

Program papers will be allotted 20 minutes for presentations. All program participants must be registered prior to July 1, 1990.

The meeting will be held at the University of Konstanz, located at Lake of Constantia where Austria, Switzerland and Germany meet.

The Congress is sponsored by the University of Konstanz, Konstanz, Federal Republic of Germany and the German Society of Hypnosis and the International Society of Hypnosis.

For further information, contact Dr. Walter Bongartz, University of Konstanz, 7760 Konstanz, Federal Republic of Germany.

University of Halle

International Symposium

The Martin-Luther-University of Halle (GDR) and the International Society for Guided Affective Imagery and Mental Imagery Techniques in Psychotherapy and Psychology will host its International Symposium, "Psychotherapy with Guided Affective Imagery." The meeting will be held August 22-25, 1990. For a registration form and details, contact Donnott Dr. sc. Heinz Hennig, clinic for psychiatry and neurology of the University of Halle, PF 302, GDR (DDR) 4010 Halle/Saale.

Classified Advertising

BOOKS
Pelican of the Wilderness is a book about the background, theory and treatment of adult survivors of childhood sexual abuse, using Ericksonian hypnotherapy. It is also a casebook with text to trance work, it can be purchased for $20.00 plus $3.50 shipping. Send order and check or money order payable to: Dorothy D. Miller, LCSW, LMFT, 7849 Pine Trace Drive; Sarasota, FL 34243; (813) 351-3371.

OFFICE SPACE
Psychologist or Counselor full or part-time to share office space. Includes secretarial and answering service. Vc. 30th Street and Shea Blvd., in Phoenix (602) 484-3032.

FOR LEASE
800-square-foot building adjacent of the Milton H. Erickson Foundation Administrative Headquarters. $500.00 per month plus utilities. Building is divided into four offices, including a conference office. Office can be used as lounge. Water, gardening and trash collection provided. Call The Milton H. Erickson Foundation, (602) 956-8196 for additional information.

WORKSHOPS/CONFERENCES/TRAINING

Ericksonian Storytelling: A Transmission of the Culture
3-hour video
VHS — USA
VHS-(PAL) — Europe & Australia
by Len Bergantino, Ed.D., Ph.D.
"Where the focus will be on who Erickson actually was as a person and what he actually did in terms of therapeutic use of self in the way Erickson actually did it."
For videos send $50 to address below or to hire Dr. Bergantino for workshops" write or call.
Len Bergantino, Ed.D., Ph.D., 450 N. Bedford Drive, Ste. 300 Beverly Hills, CA 90210
(213) 373-3705
*Participation and enrollment in such workshops are limited to those with a minimum of a master's degree in a mental health field from an accredited institution.
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